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RESEARCH ARTICLE

How much green roofs and rainwater harvesting systems can contribute to urban 
flood mitigation?
Elena Cristiano , Stefano Farris , Roberto Deidda and Francesco Viola

Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile, Ambientale e Architettura, Università degli Studi di Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy

ABSTRACT
Increased urbanization combined with the intensification of short rainfall events has worsened the urban 
flood issue. Among the different blue-green solutions to mitigate pluvial floods, green roofs (GR) and 
rainwater harvesting (RWH) have been investigated as sustainable systems to reduce runoff from roof-
tops. Their flood mitigation capacity, however, has been estimated mostly at building-scale. Following 
the need to estimate discharge reduction at large scale over entire cities, we simulated the installation of 
(extensive, intensive and multilayer blue) GRs on flat roofs and RWH systems for sloped ones. 
Performances of such systems were investigated in selected cities, representing different climate regimes. 
Although at building-scale GRs showed higher retention capacity, the cost-efficiency analysis highlights 
that at large-scale RWH tanks ensure higher retention with lower costs, due to rooftop distribution. The 
coupled system of multilayer blue-GRs and RWH tanks guarantees a discharge reduction of 5% even 
during extreme events.
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1. Introduction

The number of people living in cities is growing fast and by 
2050 it is expected that 68% of the total population will have 
moved to urban areas (UN 2018), with a consequent increase of 
urban density and impervious surfaces (Duncan Black and 
Vernon Henderson 1999; Anon 2016; Rademacher 2019). At 
the same time, climate change is likely to lead to an intensifica-
tion of rainfall extremes (Myhre et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019b; IPCC  
2022). Fast urban growth coupled with climate changes is likely 
to trigger the increase of pluvial flood risk in many regions. 
Several studies proposed different solutions to mitigate flood 
risk (Sahani et al. 2019; Liu, Fryd, and Zhang 2019a; Depietri and 
McPhearson 2017), focusing on reducing and delaying the run-
off generation from rooftops (Fletcher et al. 2015; LÖwe et al.  
2017). Green roofs (GRs) and rainwater harvesting (RWH) sys-
tems have shown to be among the most flexible, sustainable 
and efficient solutions to mitigate the urban runoff generation 
(Mentens, Raes, And Hermy 2006; Depietri and McPhearson  
2017). These tools have been largely investigated at building 
scale, evaluating the runoff generation reduction that can be 
achieved from a single GR or RWH system installation. Only 
a few studies have analysed the potential benefits of the instal-
lation of either GRs or RWH systems at urban scale (i.e. analys-
ing the effects of the installation of these solutions on multiple 
buildings of an entire city) and no study has considered the 
installation of both tools in the same area. The most relevant 
works available in literature are examined as follows: firstly, 
studies concerning the GR and RWH mitigation capacity at 
single building scale are illustrated, and secondly references 
that discuss the potential impacts of these solutions at urban 
scale are summarized.

GRs allow water to be captured in a sustainable way (Rosasco 
and Perini 2019): during the storm event, a portion of rainfall is 
retained in the soil layer and later absorbed by the vegetation 
roots and used to feed evapotranspiration dynamics (Locatelli 
et al. 2014; Stovin, Vesuviano, and Kasmin 2012; Vijayaraghavan  
2016; Liu et al. 2020; Schultz, Sailor, and Starry 2018). Beside their 
capacity to retain water, GRs also exert an action of detaining 
rain, delaying, and mitigating the flood generation. Retention 
performances of GRs depend on soil thickness and type, and 
vegetation species. A thinner soil layer, on one hand, is flexible to 
manage and easy to install, but does not ensure a large retention 
performance, with a consequent small contribution to the dis-
charge reduction. Besides flood mitigation, GRs have shown 
multiple benefits for the urban environment, guaranteeing the 
growth of urban ecosystems and thus enhancing biodiversity 
(Oberndorfer et al. 2007; Wooster et al. 2022; Gonsalves et al.  
2022). Moreover, GRs contribute to reducing the heat island 
effect, lowering the surrounding temperature (Solcerova et al.  
2017; Khare, Vajpai, and Gupta 2021; Dwivedi and Mohan 2018) 
and ensuring thermal insulation for the building (Bevilacqua  
2021; He et al. 2020). These solutions can help reduce water 
pollution, since the soil layer can retain several contaminants, 
and, at the same time, GRs increase the aesthetic value of the city 
(Berardi, Ghaffarianhoseini, and Ghaffarianhoseini 2014; Cipolla 
et al. 2018).

RWH systems were developed in Mediterranean areas in 
ancient times, with the aim of collecting rainfall from rooftops, 
storing it in tanks, and reusing it for irrigation during dry periods 
(Beckers, Berking, and Schütt 2013; Velasco-Muñoz et al. 2019). 
Since then, RWH systems have been largely developed and 
applied in urban areas for both private and public buildings, 
where the collected rainwater can be used for domestic non- 
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potable purposes, such as garden irrigation or toilet flushing 
(Adugna et al. 2018; Akter and Ahmed 2015; Campisano et al.  
2017; Teston et al. 2022). RWH systems, hence, can reduce the 
pressure on the supply systems, especially in areas characterized 
by long hot and dry periods (Molaei, Kouchakzadeh, and Fashi  
2019; Palla, Gnecco, and Barbera 2017). In addition, the collected 
rainwater can be used to recharge the groundwater (Nachson 
et al. 2022; Rajasekhar et al. 2020). Moreover, in urban areas, the 
installation of RWH systems can mitigate pluvial floods, since 
a large volume of rainfall is retained in the water tanks and 
does not contribute to the runoff generation (Huang et al.  
2015; Freni and Liuzzo 2019; Araujo et al. 2021; Jamali, Bach, 
and Deletic 2020). Consequently, the outflow peak is reduced, 
contributing to a better management of the urban drainage 
system (Palla, Gnecco, and Barbera 2017). While RWH systems 
have shown good performance in different climate conditions 
(Palla et al. 2012) and their installation is straight forward, their 
drawback is that water tanks require large volumes, that might 
not be available, especially in old cities with narrow streets, and 
can be anti-aesthetic.

An innovative nature-based solution, that combines the mul-
tiple GR benefits with the large water storage capacity typical of 
RWH systems, is the multilayer blue-green roof (MBGR) 
(Andenæs et al. 2018; Pelorosso et al. 2021; Cristiano, Deidda, 
and Viola 2021a). Compared to traditional GRs, MBGRs present 
an additional layer, that enables the water that percolates from 
the soil to be collected and stored for a potential reuse. Since it 
combines the retention capacity of a traditional GR and the 
detention capacity of a RWH tank, the achievable MBGRs runoff 
generation reduction is quite high (Busker et al. 2022; Martin and 
Kaye 2020), and at the same time, MBGRs show all the benefits 
that characterize the traditional GR (e.g. building thermal insula-
tion, urban heat island reduction, biodiversity increase, etc.). 
Following an integrated Water-Energy-Food-Ecosystem (WEFE) 
Nexus approach, where benefits and limitation are investigated 
analysing the impact on multiple fields at the same time, MBGRs 
show high potential in the achievement of the United Nation 
Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda (SDGs) 
(Cristiano, Deidda, and Viola 2021a; Calheiros and Stefanakis  
2021; Gomes et al. 2021; Wright et al. 2021).

At urban scale, Karteris et al. (2016) analysed the potential 
benefits of GR installation on flat roofs in Thessaloniki, a large 
Greek city. Results showed a mean GR retention performance of 
45% of the total rainfall, that can reach 71% for some buildings. 
A similar study, proposed by Zhou et al. (2019), investigated the 
flood mitigation performance of GR at large scale, in 
a neighbourhood of Beijing (China). Buildings were selected 
through a supervised classification and a manual identification 
of the non-suitable buildings, such as cultural relics and historic 
sites. Their study highlights that effective runoff reduction can 
be achieved by installing GRs in 50% of the suitable sites.

The potential impact of installing rainwater harvesting sys-
tems at large scale on stormwater retention was evaluated by 
Freni and Liuzzo (2019). They analysed the benefits of installing 
208 tanks of 5 m3 in a 1.6 km2 residential area of Sicily (Southern 
Italy) through a model simulation. The flooded area was reduced 
by up to 35% for rainfall events with a depth of up to 50 mm, 
while for severe rainfall events the reduction was negligible.

While the potential benefits of large-scale GR installation 
have been investigated by Karteris et al. (2016) and Zhou et al. 
(2018) on one hand, and those related to large-scale RWH 
installation by Freni and Liuzzo (2019) on the other hand, 
there is still a lack of studies of GR and RWH mixed solutions, 
including the installation of MBGRs and climatic conditions. 
The impacts of large-scale GR, MBGR and RWH implementa-
tion, even considering mixed solutions, in terms of flood 
reduction efficiency and economic costs needs further inves-
tigations. Given all the above premises on GRs, MBGRs and 
RWH systems, the aim of this work is to investigate the poten-
tial impact of installing these solutions in large cities, explicitly 
accounting for local climates and urban features. The influ-
ence of climate in determining the impact of GRs, MBGRs and 
RWH infrastructures has been considered by selecting nine 
representative cities around the globe, while urban features 
analysis have been here epitomized by roof slope and area 
distribution at each location derived from freely available 
Digital Surface Models (DSM). Different techniques and 
approaches have been proposed in literature to identify spe-
cific features of buildings, or groups of buildings. Building 
recognition from satellite images is a common approach in 
urban planning, with the goal to monitor and predict possible 
developments (Chen, Gao, and Devereux 2017). The analysis of 
roof distribution and geometrical roof properties can provide 
useful information not only for the installation of pluvial flood 
mitigation solutions, but also for all the studies that involve 
a large urban scale application, e.g. photovoltaic panel instal-
lation (Mainzer et al. 2017) and urban turbulence (Garau et al.  
2018). The DSM, obtained from Lidar images, has been largely 
used to identify buildings (Wen et al. 2019) or vegetation and 
green areas (Ellis and Mathews 2019) through different tech-
niques. Some recent studies proposed automatic roof detec-
tion algorithms based on in-depth learning and neural 
network techniques (Zhang, Zhang, and Du 2016; Alidoost 
and Arefi 2018). These approaches provide a good identifica-
tion of roofs and vegetation, but they are computationally 
demanding in terms of CPU time and power. In our study, 
we implemented an alternative approach, which is commonly 
used to identify roofs by comparing DSM and Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM), which represents the elevation of the terrain, 
without buildings and vegetation (Li, Lin, and Shimamura  
2008; Yu et al. 2010). The difference between the 2 layers 
allows all the objects on the surface to be detected. This 
method, however, is limited by the fact that both DSM and 
DTM should be available at high resolution for the investi-
gated area (Beumier and Idrissa 2016; Weidner 1997).

The current work presents a twofold extension starting from 
such preliminary results discussed in Cristiano et al. (2021b) on 
the potential impacts of a large-scale installation of GR and 
RWH systems, considering also the potential implementation 
of MBGR at large scale and introducing a different approach, 
which enables both building-scale and large-scale impact of 
blue-green solutions to be investigated. Results are illustrated 
here considering their distribution and variability: in particular, 
the time between rainfall and runoff generation is analysed 
here following a probabilistic approach, which enables the 
results to be better understood and supported.
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The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 case studies 
and available climatological data are described. Section 3 
explains the approach developed to analyse runoff mitigation 
effects achievable with the installation of GRs, MBGRs and/or 
RWH systems for different scenarios and conditions, focusing 
on the roof slope identification and discharge estimation. 
Results are illustrated and discussed in Section 4, where a cost- 
efficiency analysis has also been conducted in order to estimate 
the potential cost of a large-scale installation of the different 
solutions and to identify the most suitable option. Section 5 
summarises the work presented and the main conclusions.

2. Case studies

2.1. Site description

Nine cities with a different climatological characterization and 
geographical location have been selected as case studies. Cities 
were chosen worldwide in order to elect at least one represen-
tative of four different climatic conditions, as described in Viola, 
Hellies, and Deidda (2017); this classification was made by 
comparing the phase between monthly mean rainfall and 
potential evapotranspiration (ETP) seasonal cycles. The first 
climate case (A) is characterized by constant rainfall throughout 
the year and one seasonal ETP peak: these elements are typical 
of the North European and American climate, which present 
higher potential evapotranspiration in summer than in winter; 
London (UK), Waterloo (Canada) and Montreal (Canada) were 
selected as representative of climate case A. Constant ETP and 
one seasonal rainfall peak define the second climate case (B): 
this scenario characterizes the equatorial area; a small urban 
area in Haiti belongs to this case. Continental climates are 
represented in the third climate case (C) when ETP and rainfall 
are in phase: for this scenario, the town of Airdrie (Canada) was 
selected. Asynchronous peaks of ETP and rainfall describe the 
last climate scenario (D): intense rainfall events during the cold 
season alternated with long dry and hot periods are typical of 
coastal and Mediterranean areas; to represent this climate, we 
choose Cagliari (Italy), Auckland (New Zealand), Wellington 
(New Zealand) and Vancouver (Canada).

For the selected cities, the DSM at 1 m resolution and 
a vector layer with building footprints were freely available 
(see Table 1ʹs footnotes for the data links). In the case of 
London, the DSM was evaluated at 2 m resolution, due to the 
large dimension of the city, and consequent high demanding 
computational resources. Concerning the Haiti study case, after 
the earthquake of 2010, the neighbourhood of Le Saline in Port 
au Prince (Haiti) has been investigated in depth and high- 
resolution DSM and building layers have been generated and 
made freely available.

For each selected city, Table 1 presents a schematic repre-
sentation of the associated climate scenarios and summarizes 
the main features: study area, surface of green areas, as well as 
flat and sloped roofs according to the approach described in 
Section 3 for the roof identification. The total number of iden-
tified roofs is also included in Table 1, highlighting the percen-
tage of flat and sloped roofs. The weather stations listed in 
Table 1 are used as references for both rainfall and temperature 
time series, which are then used to estimate the runoff 

generation in the investigated areas. Moreover, the 95%- 
quantile of the non-zero rainfall time series of each location, 
h95, has been included in Table 1. This value has been selected 
as the threshold to define extreme rainfall events.

The geographical location of the selected cities is illustrated 
in Figure 1(a). For each city we defined a boundary with the aim 
to investigate urbanized areas, focusing on the historical cen-
tres, where the population density is usually higher. Study areas 
were also drawn considering data availability and thus do not 
overlap with the administrative boundaries: since our interest 
focuses on densely urbanized areas, isolated houses are not 
included in the study, and for most locations analysis is 
restricted only on the city centres. Figure 1 (b-s) shows selected 
city boundaries and a small-scale detail for each city, depicting 
the urban texture and the alternation of flat (green) and sloped 
(blue) roofs.

2.2. Climatological input: rainfall and 
evapotranspiration data

Rainfall and temperature time series, required for the hydro-
logical simulations, were derived from the Global Historical 
Climate Network (GHCN) (Menne et al. 2012) at daily scale. 
For each city, the closest weather station with at least 
25 years of precipitation and temperature observations was 
selected as the reference: the chosen GHCN weather station 
code and length of the time series are provided in Table 1. Time 
series lengths vary from a minimum of 26 years (for Auckland) 
to a maximum of 79 years (for Montreal). GHCN rainfall data are 
provided with a daily temporal resolution, which is 
a reasonable time step for simulation aimed at characterizing 
GR retention capacity, i.e. capacity of storing water that will be 
lost through evapotranspiration (Hellies, Deidda, and Viola  
2018; Viola, Hellies, and Deidda 2017). Since an hourly or 
a finer temporal scale is generally required to investigate the 
runoff generation in urban areas (Cristiano et al. 2019; Ochoa- 
Rodriguez et al. 2015) and the detention capacity (i.e. capacity 
of storing water that will be released to the drainage network 
or used for other purposes after the rainfall event), we adopted 
a simplified approach (see Section 3.4) to investigate the ben-
efits of the blue-green solution installation for sub-daily rainfall 
events.

Temperature data derived from the GHCN weather stations 
are also available at daily temporal resolution and they have 
been averaged at monthly scale to estimate the potential 
evapotranspiration with the Thornthwaite equation 
(Thornthwaite 1948).

3. Methodology

The approach adopted here to investigate the potential impact 
on runoff generation reduction achievable with a large-scale 
installation of blue-green solutions in urban areas is presented 
in the following. Section 3.1 describes the investigated blue- 
green solutions, i.e., extensive and intensive GRs, MBGRs and 
RWH systems, and their estimated costs. In Section 3.2, the 
methodology developed to identify the roof slope, and conse-
quently the most suitable solution, is illustrated. Section 3.3 and 
3.4 introduce the different investigated scenarios and the 
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approach followed to estimate the runoff reduction and the 
delay in the runoff generation from rooftops for each scenario.

3.1. Rethinking the role of city rooftops

To maximize the runoff mitigation performances of each solution 
(i.e. GR, MBGR and RWH system) and to guide the choice between 
these tools, the available roof surfaces are exploited to detect flat 
and sloped roofs. The former ones are, indeed, more suited for GR 
or MBGR installation, while the latter can be more convenient for 
the RWH systems. Following the definition proposed by Santos, 
Tenedório, and Gonçalves (2016), roofs can be classified as ‘flat’ if 
their average slope is less than 11°. Conversely, we refer to ‘sloped 
roof’ when the average slope is more than 11°.

This threshold choice is functional to GR and MBGR installa-
tions, which are generally easier, less expensive and more 
efficient in terms of retention capacity on flat roofs (Villarreal 
and Bengtsson 2005; Czemiel Berndtsson 2010). Although RWH 
systems could also be installed on flat roofs, our study does not 
include this option, with the aim of emphasizing the GR and 
MBGR multisectoral additional benefits in the sustainable urban 
development. Moreover, we aim to maximize the mitigation 
capacity by installing the more efficient solution, and, as it will 
be shown in Section 4.1, at building scale, GRs and MBGRs 
present higher performances.

Furthermore, two different options regarding GRs are eval-
uated: extensive and intensive structures. Extensive GRs are 
characterized by a soil layer generally thinner than 15–20 cm 

Table 1. Characteristics of the investigated locations. Table includes surface and number of roofs for the selected areas and indications regarding the Global Historical 
Climate Network (GHCN) weather station names and duration of the rainfall and temperature time series selected for each location (described in Section 2.2) .

London Waterloo Montreal
Port Au 
Prince

Airdrie Cagliari Auckland Wellington Vancouver

ID A11 A22 A33 B14 C15 D16 D27 D38 D49

Climate Case   

Investigated 
Surface [ha]

208144 6324 54052 52 2607 2966 74418 5715 11074

Green Areas 
[ha]

80783 853 3912 7 421 299 10865 957 946

Surface Flat 
Roofs [ha]

2293 254 7833 4 209 86 1686 82 520

Surface 
Sloped Roofs 

[ha]
22528 634 3735 16 161 455 8050 828 1555

N Roofs 726217 41150 358576 5508 19658 7978 506602 53699 120767

% Flat Roofs 14 5 56 23 55 13 4 3 9

% Sloped 
Roofs

86 95 44 77 45 87 96 97 91

Weather 
Station Code

UKE001
05915

USC0030
6047

CA007025
250

DRM000
78482

CA
003031093

421300
NZM000
93110

NZ0000934
17

CA001108
395

Time series 
Length [year]

57 38 79 47 32 56 26 33 43

[mm] 9.7 14.7 15 26.9 6.6 7 15.2 14.7 17

1https://data.gov.uk/dataset/fba12e80-519 f-4be2-806 f-41be9e26ab96/lidar-composite-dsm-2m, https://data.gov.uk/ 
2http://ftp.maps.Canada.ca/pub/elevation/dem_mne/highresolution_hauteresolution/dsm_mns/1m/, http://data.waterloo.ca/ 
3http://ftp.maps.Canada.ca/pub/elevation/dem_mne/highresolution_hauteresolution/dsm_mns/1m/, http://donnees.ville.montreal.qc.ca/dataset 
4http://opentopo.sdsc.edu/datasets?minX = −74.2499957084656&minY = 16.299044835995616&maxX = −71.01562714576725&maxY = 20.96143360280668, https:// 

data.world/hot/65a41adf-1068-4964-be4c-08f435e5d302 
5http://ftp.maps.Canada.ca/pub/elevation/dem_mne/highresolution_hauteresolution/dsm_mns/1m/, http://data-airdrie.opendata.arcgis.com/ 
6http://www.sardegnageoportale.it/ 
7https://data.linz.govt.nz/ 
8.https://data.linz.govt.nz/ 
9.http://ftp.maps.Canada.ca/pub/elevation/dem_mne/highresolution_hauteresolution/dsm_mns/1m/, https://data.vancouver.ca/datacatalogue/
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where grass or shallow-root vegetation is placed; intensive GRs, 
instead, present a thicker soil, which allows the plantation of 
trees and shrubs. Extensive GRs are more flexible, easier to 
install and less expensive than intensive ones in terms of both 
construction and maintenance costs. To evaluate the cost- 
efficiency of these two options, in this work we analysed the 
installation of extensive and intensive GRs with a soil thickness 
of 15 cm and 30 cm, respectively. Silty loam soil, with a porosity 
of 50%, is assumed to characterize both extensive and intensive 
GR (Clapp and Hornberger 1978).

Installation costs of GRs depend on the roof extension: 
based on literature a unitary cost of 100 euro/m2 is assumed 
for extensive GRs, while 250 euro/m2 for intensive ones 

(Bianchini and Hewage 2012; Mahdiyar et al. 2016; Feng and 
Hewage 2018; Rosasco and Perini 2019).

To limit the potential weight of MBGRs on the roof, the soil 
layer is usually thin, with a maximum thickness of 15 cm, like 
the one of extensive GRs. Hence, only grass or shallow-root 
vegetation can be planted. The water storage layer is usually 8– 
10 cm thick. The average unitary cost of a MBGR, including 
installation and maintenance amortised at the time of construc-
tion, is around 230 euro/m2 (https://metropolder.com/en/).

In a similar way, RWH system mitigation performance is 
evaluated through the installation of tanks. Tank costs depend 
on the chosen volume, and for the investigated cases 
a reasonable unitary cost can be assumed equal to 170 euro/ 
m3, deriving this value from commercial catalogues. These 

Figure 1. (a) Location of the 9 selected case studies described in Table 1. Boundaries (b, d, f, h, j, l, n, p, r) and details (c, e, g, i, k, m, o, q, s) of the case studies are 
illustrated with flat roofs highlighted in green, while sloped roofs are represented in blue. Flat and sloped roofs are classified following the approach described in 
Section 3.
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unitary costs include the installation costs and the maintenance 
costs amortised at the time of construction.

3.2. Roof detection: slope and area analysis

Automatic identification of roofs and slope calculation are 
fundamental steps to choose the more suitable flood miti-
gation solution to be installed. In this work, we present 
a simple and fast approach to individuate roofs and esti-
mate their slope and area, combining maps with building 
shape layers and Digital Surface Model (DSM). Both these 
data are generally freely available at high resolution for 
many municipalities. The building shape layer provides 
polygons of urban buildings, and it is used first to identify 
the roofs within a city. It is worth mentioning that in the 
case of detached houses a single polygon coincides with 
a unique casing, while for denser urban fabric a single 
polygon may contains several rooftops. The building shape 
layer serves as mask to single out the DSM pixels belonging 
to the roof. For each pixel, the slope is calculated in relation 
to the 8 surrounding pixels and the maximum slope is then 
selected. To estimate the slope of each roof, the slope of all 
the pixels belonging to the selected building is averaged 
over the total roof surface, detected from the building 
mask. To avoid boundary errors, single pixel slopes larger 
than 45° were excluded from the study. Figure 2 describes 
the approach followed to identify the average slope of each 
roof and consequently the flood mitigation solution that is 
selected in this study.

Pixel resolution plays a significant role in this analysis 
and reliable results are achievable with DSM resolution 
higher or equal to 2 m. A coarser resolution would increase 
the uncertainties in the identification of the single roof area 
and slope.

It should be mentioned that the above approach implies 
that all the roofs would be suitable for our purposes, without 
structural or architectural impediments. This hypothesis is unli-
kely, especially in old cities, and for this reason, we performed 
our analyses explicitly considering a varying percentage of 
implementation of green and blue solutions within each city.

3.3. Retention efficiency analysis under different 
blue-green scenarios

In our analysis, the following scenarios have been simulated, 
considering different combinations of GR, MBGR and RWH 
systems:

(a) no intervention,
(b) extensive GRs over flat roofs,
(c) intensive GRs over flat roofs,
(d) MBGRs over flat roofs
(e) RWH systems under sloped roofs,
(f) combination of RWH systems for sloped roofs and 

extensive GRs on flat ones,
(g) combination of RWH systems for sloped roofs and inten-

sive GRs on flat ones,
(h) combination of RWH systems for sloped roofs and 

MBGRs on flat ones.

Many approaches are available in literature to estimate the 
runoff generation and the total outflow in an urban catchment. 
The main difficulties in modelling runoff in urban areas are 
related to their complex geometry and heterogeneity: many 
semi and fully distributed models have been proposed (see e.g. 
Aronica and Cannarozzo (2000), Pina et al. (2016), Gires et al. 
(2018) among the others), but most of them require a long 
computational time and spatially and temporally distributed 
data (Pina et al. 2016). Even when conceptual models are used 
(see for instance the one developed by Cristiano, Deidda, and 
Viola (2020)), parametric uncertainties constitute an impedi-
ment to the clear interpretation of the results. Since the aim 
of this work was to obtain a fast estimation of the total dis-
charge from urban basin, a conceptual simplified model was 
selected. The rational method proposed by Kuichling (1889) 
was chosen to estimate the total discharge Q0 [m3/day] for 
scenario (a), corresponding to ‘no intervention’: 

Q0 ¼ ψiA � 10; (1) 

where i is average rainfall intensity over the area at daily scale 
[mm/day], A [ha] indicates the total urban watershed area and 
ψ [-] is the runoff coefficient. The term φ, which is the only 

Figure 2. Flowchart representing the approach adapted to identify the average roof slope and the most suitable flood mitigation solution selected for our study.
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model parameter and thus incorporates all the uncertainties, is 
estimated as weighted average of the imperviousness coeffi-
cients ψ# associated with each category of land use of total 
extension A#. In our study, we partition the total urban areas 
into green areas (AG;ψG), building rooftops (AB;ψB) and roads 
ðAR;φψR), obtaining: 

ψ ¼
AGφG þ ABψB þ ARψR

A
(2) 

Commonly used values of imperviousness coefficients are 
derived from literature: ψG is assumed equal to 0.2, ψB is set 
equal to 1 and ψR to 0.9 (Becciu and Paoletti 2000).

The installation of GRs on rooftops mitigates the runoff 
generated from the building because, during rainfall events, 
the soil layer in GRs retains a certain volume of water that will 
be absorbed by the vegetation roots and released to the atmo-
sphere through evapotranspiration on a much larger time 
scale. In this work, the GR mitigated discharge QGR for scenario 
(b) and (c) is estimated with the Ecohydrological Streamflow 
Model (EHSM) presented by Viola, Pumo, and Noto (2014), that 
simulates the hydrological behaviour of such a GR installation. 
This parsimonious conceptual model, based on water balance, 
uses local rainfall time series and potential evapotranspiration 
series as climatological input and can be adapted to represent 
the GR behaviour and to estimate the mitigated discharge QGR 

(Viola, Hellies, and Deidda 2017; Hellies, Deidda, and Viola  
2018). The EHSM describes the GR as a combination of a soil 
bucket and two parallel linear reservoirs, employing four main 
parameters to describe the soil and vegetation characteristics: 
the active soil depth (nZr) is derived from the product of soil 
depth Zr and porosity n, the field capacity Sfcð Þ, i.e. the soil 
moisture values when leakages begin, and the hygroscopic 
point (Su), i.e. when the soil starts retaining water, and the 
vegetational coefficient (Kc), which is assumed as in standard 
condition equal to 1. The soil is assumed as silty loam and the 
parameters Zr , Sfc and Su are consequently derived from litera-
ture (Laio et al. 2001; Clapp and Hornberger 1978). As men-
tioned in Section 3.1, the soil layer depth Zr is set equal to 
15 cm for extensive GRs and to 30 cm for the intensive config-
uration (i.e. scenarios (b) and (c), respectively).

Similarly, the installation of RWH systems ensures 
a reduction in the runoff generation, since it enables water to 
be collected from rooftops and stored in tanks. The choice of 
the tank volume depends on the expected rainwater volume 
and on the detention capacity the designer wants to achieve, 
and it is constrained by the space available for the installation. 
For each sloped roof j, we hypothesized to install a tank that 
can store a volume VRWH

tot;j [m3] equal to the daily discharge 
generated from the sloped roof surface AS;j [m2] during 
a reference extreme event. Specifically, the 95%-quantile of 
the cumulative probability distribution of daily rainfall time 
series h95 (Table 1) was selected as the reference for rainfall 
depth, meaning that the storage volume capacity is being 
estimated for peak rainfall events. For each investigated loca-
tion, the total storable volume, VRWH

tot , is hence defined as: 

VRWH
tot ¼

XNS

j¼1

ðAS;j � h95Þ (3) 

where NS is the number of sloped roofs detected in the city.
The water collected during rainfall events, if properly stored 

and treated, can be reused for domestic non-potable purposes, 
such as garden irrigation and toilet flushing. In order to simu-
late these potential withdrawals, it is assumed that a small 
percentage of the volume, namely 10%, is used every day. It 
follows from this assumption that water volume within the tank 
linearly decays if no rainfall event occurs. The daily mitigated 
discharge QRWH [m3/day], in case of large-scale RWH tank instal-
lation, as in the scenario (e), can be derived from a simple mass- 
conservation equation, subtracting from the unaltered outflow 
Q0 the daily collected water volume in all the tanks installed. If 
the tank at the day i � 1 is empty and the rainfall depth at 
the day i is lower than h95; all the rainwater is stored in the tank 
and QRWH ¼ 0, otherwise an outflow QRWH � Q0 may occur. The 
water level in the tank is hence included in the model as 
a status variable, since it allows how much volume is available 
each day to eventually store rainwater to be estimated.

MBGR response to rainfall inputs, which is required for sce-
nario (d), is estimated by coupling the GR and the RWH models. 
Therefore, we combine an extensive GR, simulated with the 
ecohydrological model previously described, leaking into an 
additional storage layer, modelled as the RWH tank with 
a simple mass conservation. The same vegetation and soil 
parameters as those chosen for the extensive GR are also 
selected for the MBGR, while the additional storage layer is 
assumed to have the same extension of the GR soil layer and 
to be 8 cm deep. As for the RWH tanks, a daily potential with-
drawal of 10% of the total volume is considered, accounting for 
evaporation and potential reuse of the collected water.

Retention capacity is evaluated through the potential dis-
charge reduction ΔQ�, which is defined for each scenario as the 
difference between the unaltered discharge Q0 and the miti-
gated discharge Q� � ¼ GRorRWHð Þ, relative to the unaltered 
conditions: 

ΔQ� ¼
Q0 � Q�

Q0
: (4) 

3.4. Time between rainfall and runoff generation from 
rooftops

Besides the retention capacity, discussed in Section 3.3, the 
three blue-green solutions investigated in this work are recog-
nized for their detention capacity, i.e. the ability to increase 
the time between rainfall and runoff generation from the 
building. Due to the presence of GRs, MBGRs and RWH sys-
tems, indeed, the runoff generation from rooftops starts when 
the soil moisture in the GR reaches the leakage triggering 
point or when the RWH tank is full, while for MBGR both 
conditions must occur. With the aim to investigate the bene-
fits of the installation of blue-green solutions in urban areas, 
the runoff generation delay, Tlag , has been estimated and 
discussed for both tools.

Tlag strongly depends on the antecedent conditions of the 
blue-green solution and on the duration and intensity of the 
rainfall event. As described in Section 2.2, rainfall data in this 
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study were only available at daily resolution, whereas higher 
temporal resolutions are required to assess the hydrological 
response in an urban catchment (Cristiano et al. 2019). For 
this reason, we investigated the response of GRs, MBGRs and 
RWH systems assuming the worst conditions, i.e. synthetical 
events characterized by the same daily rainfall depth R uni-
formly distributed on smaller durations τ (from 1 to 24 h). The 
rainfall intensity Rτ for each duration τ is thus calculated divid-
ing the daily rainfall depth by τ, e.g. in the case of τ = 1 h, the 
rainfall is falling only in the first hour with a rainfall intensity 
R1 ¼

R
1h ; for τ = 3 h rainfall intensity is R3 ¼

R
3h and so on. For 

τ = 24 h, the event is assumed to be uniformly distributed 
during the whole day. For each day i and for each considered 
duration τ it is possible to identify the volume per unit of roof 
surface hlagi;τ that has to be filled before the runoff generation 
begins: 

hlagi;τ ¼

Sfc � Si� 1ð ÞnZr for GRs
Sfc � Si� 1ð ÞnZr þ

VMBGR
tot � VMBGR

i� 1
Af

� �
for MBGRs

VRWH
tot � VRWH

i� 1
As

for RWH systems

8
>><

>>:

(5) 

It is worth recalling that the term Sfc (i.e. the field capacity) 
represents the soil moisture values triggering the leakage, Si� 1 

indicates the soil water content at the i � 1 day, n is the 
porosity and Zr is the soil depth. The terms VMBGR

tot and VRWH
tot 

indicate the maximum storable volume of all the potentially 
installed MBGRs and RWH tanks, respectively, while VMBGR

i� 1 and 
VRWH

i� 1 are the volumes accumulated in the MBGR storage layers 
and in the RWH tanks at the i � 1 day. Af and As are the total 
area of flat and sloped roof, respectively connected to MBGR or 
to the tank in the investigated area.

The runoff generation delay, Tlagτ can be finally defined as: 

Tlagτ ¼

hlag i;τ
Rτ

if hlagi;τ � Rτ � τ
þ1 if hlagi;τ > Rτ � τ

(

(6) 

Under the first condition, eq. 6 provides a runoff generation 
delay Tlagτ � τ, thus there will be runoff generation from the 
investigated solution as a consequence of a certain rainfall 
event. Conversely, under the latter condition, the adopted 
solution assures, for the considered event, an ideal condition 
of no runoff generation from rooftops, since all the rainwater is 
retained by the infrastructure.

4. Results and discussion

This section presents and discusses the results obtained 
following the approach described in Section 3. In Section 
4.1, the analysis is developed at building scale, focusing on 
the retention capacity of the single blue-green solution and 
the delay between rainfall and runoff generation from the 
rooftop that can be achieved. Subsequently, in Section 4.2, 
the impacts of a large-scale implementation are estimated, 
evaluating the roof slope distribution in each selected city 
and the potential discharge reduction in the different sce-
narios. Finally, a cost-efficiency analysis is presented in 

Section 4.3 enabling the comparison of costs and efficiency 
of the multiple scenarios of blue-green solution installation.

4.1. Analysis at building scale: retention capacity and 
delay in runoff generation

Following the assumptions and approach described in 
Section 3.3, it is possible to assess the storage capacity of 
extensive and intensive GRs, MBGRs and RWH systems. For 
a benchmark GR flat surface, A = 100 m2, the maximum reten-
tion capacity CGR (i.e. assuming that the soil is completely dry) is 
equal to: CGR ¼ Sfc � Suð Þ � A � nZr , where n Zr is the active soil 
depth, Sfc is the leakage triggering point, which corresponds to 
the field capacity, and Su is the hygroscopic point, as already 
defined. Assuming a sandy loam as soil layer, and consequently 
Sfc ¼ 0:52, Su ¼ 0:11, n ¼ 0:5 (Laio et al. 2001), and a soil depth 
Zr of 150 mm and 300 mm, the retention capacity CGR is equal 
to 3 m3 and 6.15 m3 for extensive and intensive GRs, respec-
tively. This means that it is possible to retain 30 mm and 
61.5 mm rainfall depth in extensive and intensive GRs, 
respectively.

Similarly, the maximum retention capacity of a MBGR can be 
estimated as the sum of the maximum retention capacity of an 
extensive GR (CGRex), i.e. when the soil is completely dry, and the 
maximum detention capacity of the storage layer (CSL), i.e. 
when it is completely empty. Assuming a flat surface 
A = 100 m2, and a storage layer thickness of 8 cm, the maximum 
storage capacity CMBGR can be calculated as: CMBGR ¼ CGR þ

CSL ¼ 11m3: This volume corresponds to 110 mm of rainfall 
that can be stored at building scale. This value is quite high if 
compared to the 95%-quantile of the non-zero rainfall time 
series, h95, reported in Table 1 for the 9 investigated locations, 
and which defines in this study the extreme rainfall events, 
suggesting that MBGRs can potentially retain almost all the 
rainfall events.

For the RWH systems, the maximum retention capacity is 
achievable when the tank is empty and corresponds to the tank 
volume, which is assumed to be a function of h95 (see 
Section 3.3), characteristic of each location (Table 1). 
Considering a benchmark sloped surface, A = 100 m2, the 
tank volume is given by CRWH ¼ A � h95, as defined in 
Section 3.3. Across the investigated locations, CRWH varies 
between a minimum of 0.66 m3 (Airdrie, C1) and a maximum 
of 2.7 m3 (Port Au Prince, B1), corresponding to about 7 mm 
and 27 mm rainfall depth, respectively.

Summarizing, for a 100 m2 roof, the retention capacity for 
extensive and intensive GR is equal to 3 m3 and 6.15 m3, for 
MBGR it rises to 11 m3, while if a RWH system is installed, the 
maximum storage capacity varies between a minimum of 
0.66 m3 and a maximum of 2.7 m3, depending on the investi-
gated location. Comparing the retention capacity of extensive 
and intensive GRs and MBGRs with the storage capacity of RWH 
tanks, it is clear that in all the investigated locations, MBGRs and 
GRs present higher potential mitigation capacity than RWH 
systems at building scale.

In Section 3.4, we introduced a variable describing the 
delays in runoff generation from the rooftop at building scale. 
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Tlagτ has been evaluated for extensive and intensive GRs, 
MBGRs and RWH systems, for the 9 selected locations.

Figure 3 illustrates the complementary cumulative distribu-
tion function (CCDF) of the time between rainfall and runoff 
generation from the rooftop, Tlagτ , considering extreme rainfall 
events, namely all the event with depth higher than h95 :

colours highlight the CCDF corresponding to different rainfall 
duration τ = 1, 3, 12 and 24 h, while the x-axis is limited to the 
range 0–5 h, to visualize better the response time characteristic 
of an urban catchment, which is generally of the order of or 
smaller than 1 h (Ochoa-Rodriguez et al. 2015). For high dura-
tions τ, the corresponding rainfall intensity Rτ decreases and 
the time between rainfall and runoff generation from building 
Tlagτ increases. To help the reader in interpreting these plots, it 
is worth noticing that the higher the curve, the better the 
performances in terms of peak delay. Indeed, if, for a certain 
duration τ, the CCDF is close to 1 there is a high probability that 
the release of water from the considered GR or RWH system will 
start after the rainfall event or that no runoff will be generated 
at all. As a result of our analysis, the MBGR outperforms GR and 

RWH systems on delaying runoff generation. Indeed, the CCDF 
for each considered duration of the MBGR Tlagτ is almost always 
equal to 1, since almost all the events are fully retained at 
building scale by the MBGRs. Thus, for a better readability of 
Figure 3, CCDF of MBGR are not included in the plots. Moreover, 
since MBGR demonstrated to be able to store the whole rainfall 
volume for almost all the considered events, being an ideal 
solution, the following discussion will be limited to the other 
two considered systems only (GRs and RWH systems).

In all locations, the CCDFs for RWH systems start from 1, 
highlighting that all the events with intensity higher than h95 

present at least a small delay in the runoff from the building. 
This is due to the hypothesized RWH system design character-
istics that ensure that the empty tank can retain events with 
rainfall depth equal to h95 and that 10% of the volume is used 
daily for domestic purposes (See Section 3.3). The latter guar-
antee a quick emptying of the tank (faster than soil drying) 
and thus the existence of a volume, albeit small, for storing 
rainfall. On the other hand, both extensive and intensive GRs, 
present CCDFs with the maximum lower than 1, meaning that 

Figure 3. Complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of Tlag for the 9 investigated locations. Different colours indicate the probability distribution related 
to different rainfall durations (1 h, 3 h, 12 h, 24 h). The three investigated solutions (extensive and intensive GRs and RWH systems) are highlighted with a different line 
style. The x-axis is limited to the range 0–5 h.
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some extreme events are not even partially retained by the 
green solution. This is related to antecedent soil moisture 
conditions: in fact, if rainfall occurs on saturated soil there is 
no space for water storage and thus runoff is immediately 
generated. GRs also show an opposite behaviour: namely 
there is a horizontal line representing the probability of not 
generating runoff.

Let us see, for example, the case of an intensive GR installed 
in Waterloo (A2): the maximum value of the CCDF of Tlag for 
events with duration 1 h (dashed red line in Figure 3) is equal to 
0.8, indicating that 20% of the extreme 1-hour events are not 
retained at all and runoff occurs immediately when rainfall 
began. On the other hand, almost 15% of 1-hour events do 
not generate runoff, as is highlighted by the horizontal line. 
This is the case of extreme rainfall events occurring when soil 
moisture is low and thus there is enough volume to store 
incoming water.

A relevant exception is represented by Port au Prince (B1), 
where the climatic conditions are characterized by high annual 
precipitation and intense rainfall events (h95 ¼ 27mm, see 
Table 1), with a consequently lower capacity of storing water 
in the soil on a generic day of the year. This is the reason why 
this city is the only one without a horizontal line in the CCDF, 
even for the intensive GR configuration.

Overall, considering intensive GR and rainfall events with 
τ ¼ 1h (dashed red lines in Figure 3), there is no runoff genera-
tion from the rooftops in the first hour for a percentage of 
events that varies between 5% (Wellington, D3) and almost 
40% (Airdrie, C1). With the installation of an extensive GR, 
instead, the percentage of extreme rainfall events that do not 
generate runoff from the rooftops is lower, with a maximum in 
Airdrie (C1) and London (A1), of almost 15%, and it is null in 
many locations (A2, A3, B1, D2 and D3). If we consider short 
response time, less than 30 min, and extreme rainfall events 
with τ ¼ 1h (red lines if Figure 3), RWH systems generally 
ensure a high probability not to generate runoff from rooftops.

4.2. Analysis at large urban scale: roof distribution and 
long-term simulation

As a preliminary step for the evaluation of the potential instal-
lation benefits of combined green blue infrastructures, we 
investigated the flat and sloped roof distribution and their 
extensions in each considered city. Such analysis revealed 
a high variability among the cities, depending on neighbour-
hood, construction tradition and in some way on climate (steep 
roofs, for instance, are typical of snowy places).

The histograms plotted in Figure 4 illustrate, for the nine 
selected locations, the area frequency distribution of flat (less 
than 11°, green) and sloped (more than 11°, blue) roofs: the 
surfaces generally vary from 20 to a few hundred square metres 
(up to 5000 m2 in rare cases), with noticeable differences in 
their distribution from city to city. The presence of very large 
roofs in the cases of London (A1) and Cagliari (D1) is related to 
the peculiar urban fabric: both present, in fact, contiguous 
buildings, which are considered as a single unit in the GIS 
layer. However, it is worth noticing that such peculiarities do 
not affect the analyses presented in this work.

Although with some small differences, the 9 investigated 
cities present right-skewed distribution of sloped roofs (blue) 
with a modal value around 150 m2. Port au Prince (B1) repre-
sents an exception: the average roof dimension is smaller and 
most of the roof surfaces are lower than 100 m2. This is due to 
the fact that this study is limited to a residential neighbourhood 
in the historical centre, where single buildings are generally 
very small. In some locations (Waterloo (A2), Airdrie (C1), 
Auckland (D2) and Wellington (D3)) the distribution of sloped 
roof presents a second peak for very small roofs, around 50 m2.

Except for Montreal (A3) and Airdrie (C1), sloped roofs are 
generally more frequent than flat ones, as already reported in 
Table 1. In the case of Waterloo (A2), Auckland (D2) and 
Wellington (D3), the number of flat roofs is smaller than the 
number of sloped ones, but the total surface covered by flat 
roofs is quite large. A common feature among the nine inves-
tigated locations is that sloped roofs are mainly detected above 
small properties and correspond to private houses, while large 
flat roofs correspond to public buildings or massive construc-
tions, such as shopping malls (Figure 1 (c, e, g, k, m, o, q, s), see 
detail box of each location). This is clear in Waterloo (A2), where 
most of the large rooftops are located at the University campus 
(Figure 1 (e), detail box of Waterloo), while small, sloped roofs 
characterize the residential area.

Montreal (A3) and Airdrie (C1) show a different behaviour, 
highlighting overlapping distributions for flat and sloped roofs. 
The number of flat and sloped roofs is similar, and the covered 
surface is comparable. In these two cases, the roof distribution 
can be explained by the presence of neighbourhoods with 
small-medium houses characterized by flat roofs (Figure 1 
(g, k)).

Differences in the roof slope distribution in the selected 
locations highlight how climate and cultural and socio- 
economic factors can influence the building typology and 
roof slope and distribution. Similarities between Auckland 
(D2) and Wellington (D3) or between Airdrie (C1) and 
Montreal (A3) are attributable to a geographical proximity 
and to a similar socio-economic development. Understanding 
these patterns helps identify more efficient solutions to miti-
gate flood risk and, in general, developing smarter and more 
resilient cities.

Once the roof distributions in each city is depicted, we 
investigated the discharge reduction at daily scale, under the 
seven blue-green scenarios introduced at the beginning of 
Section 3.3. With this aim, we analysed the output of models 
described in the same Section 3.3, forced by local rainfall and 
evapotranspiration time series, derived from the GHCN weather 
stations listed in Table 1. Simulations allowed the analysis of the 
potential retention capacities of extensive and intensive GRs, 
MBGRs and RWH systems, considering single or coupled imple-
mentations. For each location, Figure 5 provides an example of 
a 20-day time window, centred in the maximum rainfall event 
recorded in the local GHCN rainfall time series, of the key 
variables involved in the study: rainfall depth, discharge in 
unaltered conditions ðQ0) and in the seven considered scenar-
ios (Q�). Moreover, the water level in a RWH tank and in a MBGR 
storage layer, estimated as the ratio of total rainwater volume 
collected in the all tanks or MBGRs normalised by the total 
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sloped roof surface, are plotted on the secondary axis, with 
a purple and red dot-dashed line respectively.

Time series plotted in Figure 5 highlight the importance of 
the antecedent weather conditions. For example, mitigation 
performance of MBGRs depends on the water stored during 
previous days: if there are consecutive rainy days, stored water 
can reach the storage layer capacity, as in the example of 
Waterloo (Figure 5, A2) or Vancouver (Figure 5, D4), and the 
impact of MBGR on flood mitigation can be slightly limited. In 
other cases, as Cagliari (Figure 5, D1), Auckland (Figure 5, D2) or 
Montreal (Figure 5, D4), the water storage layer is often empty, 
ensuring a storage capacity for the incoming event. In this case 
the contribution of MBGRs in mitigating runoff is significant. 
Although the storage capacity is lower, similar considerations 
about the importance of antecedent weather conditions can be 
drawn observing the behaviour of the RWH tanks.

To focus better on extreme events, we investigated the 
retention capacity during days with rainfall depth higher than 
h95 (Table 1). For each extreme event, the discharge in unal-
tered conditions Q0 and the discharge reduction ΔQ� for the 
seven different scenarios of blue-green solution installation, as 
described in Section 3.3, have been estimated and are plotted 
in Figure 6 for the 9 investigated locations. Different colours 
and symbols highlight the seven different scenarios.

Thanks to their high retention and detention capacity, large- 
scale implementation of MBGRs always ensures a minimum 
runoff reduction of 2% in all investigated locations, with the 
best performance in Montreal (A3) and Airdrie (C1), where the 

minimum runoff reduction achievable with the installation of 
MBGRs at large-scale rises to 16% and 10% respectively due to 
the high density of flat roofs.

The combination of RWH and either intensive GRs or MBGRs 
always ensures the maximum flow reduction, that reaches 20% 
in most of the cases. Under the assumptions made in this study, 
the retention capacity at building-scale of GRs and MBGRs is 
larger than the one of RWH tanks, as argued in Section 4.1. 
When mitigation capacity is evaluated at large city scale, how-
ever, RWH systems show a better retention performance, due 
to the fact that, except for locations A3 and C1, the total area of 
sloped roofs is larger than flat ones in the analysed cities. For 
this reason, the maximum discharge reduction ΔQ achieved 
with the installation of RWH systems (Figure 6, dark blue sym-
bols) is higher than the one achieved with GRs (Figure 6, dark 
and light symbols for extensive and intensive structures, 
respectively) or with MBGRs (Figure 6, light blue symbols). 
Montreal and Airdrie (Figure 6, A3 and C1) present an excep-
tion, since the percentage of flat roofs in both the cities 
(Figure 2) is comparable to the percentage of sloped roofs. In 
this case, the outflow reduction obtained with the GR or MBGR 
installation is higher than the one achieved with RWH systems.

Another general outcome of this comparative study is that 
when rainfall depth is higher than h95, the potential efficiency 
of RWH and GRs gradually reduces as the magnitude of the 
rainfall events increases, while MBGRs ensure a constant per-
formance for almost all the extreme rainfall events. Only in Port 
au Price (Figure 6, B1), where rainfall events are particularly 

Figure 4. Flat and sloped roof area distribution histograms of the 9 locations. Roof area is limited at 1000 m2 for graphical visualization.
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Figure 5. Example of the investigated time series. Total discharge is evaluated for the 8 different scenarios and plotted for a time window of 20 days, centred in 
correspondence to the maximum estimated unaltered discharge. With reference to the right-hand reversed axis, the purple dashed line and red dashed line represent 
the water level in the RWH tanks and in the storage layer of MBGRs, respectively and the bars in the upper part of the figures illustrate the rainfall time series.
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Figure 6. Outflow reduction at daily scale for different scenarios in the selected 9 locations in a semilogarithmic plot. Only the events with discharge in unaltered 
conditions above the 95% quantile are plotted.
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Figure 7. Effects of GR, MBGR and RWH installation over the entire city, for the 9 case studies. Potential discharge reduction ΔQ� (thick lines) and related costs (dashed 
lines) are plotted for extensive (dark green and dark brown) and intensive (light green and light brown) GRs, MBGR (light blue and Orange) and RWH (dark blue and 
pink), as function of the percentage of roof surface involved.
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intense, the MBGR performance slowly decreases with the 
increase of rainfall depth. The high variability of discharge 
reduction ΔQ, which characterizes GRs and RWH systems, in 
correspondence to rainfall events with similar depth highlights 
the large influence of antecedent weather conditions on the 
retention and storage performance of these blue-green solu-
tions. For the highest extreme rainfall events, we also observed 
that this variability decreases.

4.3. Cost-efficiency analysis

A cost-efficiency analysis to compare extensive and intensive 
GRs, MBGRs and RWH systems is presented in this section. To 
also evaluate the effects of partial implementation of such 
measures, discharge reductions and installation costs were 
determined for different percentages of the available flat and 
sloped roof areas (for potential extensive/intensive GR, MBGR 
and RWH system installation, respectively). In each considered 
city, we thus estimated the mean discharge reduction ΔQ�, 
achievable with the installation of GRs, MBGRs and RWH sys-
tems for flat and sloped roof areas ranging from 0% to 100%, 
during the most critical rainfall events as: 

ΔQ� ¼
Q095 � Q�95

Q095
(7) 

where Q095 and Q�95 are the mean discharge generation in 
unaltered conditions and in the different scenarios (* = GR, 
MBGR or RWH), calculated as average of all the discharge values 
originated by the events with rainfall depth higher than the 
95%-quantile of the non-zero rainfall time series h95ð Þ.

The cost-efficiency analysis is illustrated in Figure 7, where 
the total costs and mean outflow reduction are plotted as 
function of the percentage of available roof area that is poten-
tially used for the installation: the left vertical axis refers to the 
benefit in terms of discharge reduction ΔQ� for each partial 
implementation, while the right vertical axis refers to the cor-
responding total costs, estimated by multiplying the unitary 
costs presented in Section 3.1 by the exploited area. 
Performance and costs of the coupled systems (ΔQRWHþGR� ext , 
ΔQRWHþGR� int and ΔQRWHþMBGR) can be derived as the sum of 
outflow reduction and costs of GRs, MBGRs and RWH and are 
not included in Figure 7 to facilitate the visualization of cost- 
efficiency of the single structures.

Due to their thicker soil layer, intensive GRs guarantee 
a larger flow reduction than extensive scenarios. However, the 
difference between the extensive GR outflow reduction and the 
intensive one is small when one considers the city scale and 
seems not to justify a preference for the former to the latter in 
terms of costs. Only for Montreal (A3) and Airdrie (C1), the 
intensive configuration determines a considerable outflow 
reduction, that can motivate the large-scale installation of 
GRs. This happens since the flat roof percentage in both cities 
is quite high and it reaches almost 50% of the total roof surface.

Thanks to the additional storage layer, MBGRs ensure 
a runoff generation reduction more than double the one of 
GRs, while the total costs are almost the same as the installation 
of intensive GRs. However, as for the traditional GRs, the MBGR 
performance is limited by the lower percentage of flat roofs in 

most of the investigated cities. Only in Montreal (A3) and in 
Airdrie (C1), the flat surface available for MBGRs is enough to 
guarantee a 10–15% runoff reduction compared to unaltered 
conditions.

On the other hand, the RHW system guarantees a good 
outflow reduction, generally up to 15–20% of the unaltered 
discharge, with low costs for all case studies. This is because of 
the roof area and slope distribution in the considered cities. 
Notwithstanding their limited volume, they could be installed 
on the vast majority of roofs (i.e. sloped) and thus they can 
largely contribute, at city scale, to runoff reduction; remarkably, 
their role is predominant with respect to GRs and MBGRs 
because the latter can be installed on few locations, although 
they have larger accumulation volumes.

The comparison between the four possible solutions high-
lights how the RWH system is generally much more efficient (in 
economic terms) than MBGRs and GRs, with intensive and 
extensive configuration, and it guarantees a higher reduction 
of the total city outflow at lower costs. For locations A3 and C1, 
the maximum flood reduction achievable with MBGRs is higher 
than with the other solutions, but RWH tanks are less expensive.

GRs and especially MBGRs, however, present many addi-
tional benefits for the creation of smart and resilient cities, 
that need to be considered by policy makers and urban plan-
ners: a large-scale installation of these tools can ensure, for 
example, a significant carbon sequestration and can support 
the development of the ecosystem, increasing the biodiversity 
and reducing the urban heat island. A large-scale installation of 
GRs and MBGRs in the urban environment can, in fact, contri-
bute to the achievement of several Goals of the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development (SDGs) adopted by all Member 
States of the United Nations (e.g. SDG3 Good health and well-
being, SDG11 Sustainable cities and communities, SDG13 
Climate action, SDG15 Life on land among the others). 
Moreover, the aesthetic value of the city largely profits from 
GR or MBGR installations, while RWH tanks could have 
a negative impact on the urban environment.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the potential impact of blue-green solution instal-
lation on flood mitigation was investigated at large urban scale. 
The installation of green roofs (GRs), with extensive or intensive 
configurations, or multilayer blue-green roofs (MBGRs), on flat 
roofs and rainwater harvesting (RWH) tanks for sloped ones was 
simulated for 9 cities around the world, characterized by differ-
ent climatological conditions. Several scenarios were investi-
gated to compare the benefits of different combinations of 
extensive and intensive GRs, MBGRs and/or RWH systems with 
respect to a non-intervention option. In our study we focused 
on the highest observed rainfall events, in order to analyse the 
potential flood reduction and the effect on the lag between 
rainfall and runoff generation from buildings.

At large scale, GR, MBGR and RWH mitigation performances 
are strongly related to the roof area and slope distribution that 
characterizes the city: in most cities the total area of sloped 
rooftops is larger than flat roof surfaces, while only few cities 
have a similar extension of flat and sloped roofs. Consequently, 
in most of the investigated cities, RWH has a larger potential in 
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discharge reduction, since RWH systems are the most flexible 
solution for sloped roofs. Moreover, the cost-efficiency analysis 
developed in this work shows how the RWH installation over 
the entire city is less expensive and generally more efficient 
than the GR or MBGR installation to reduce urban floods, in 
agreement with the preliminary findings presented by 
CRISTIANO et al. (2021b).

However, if one considers small spatial scale (i.e. the build-
ing scale) and extreme events, MBGRs and intensive GR instal-
lation ensure higher retention performances and higher delays 
in the runoff generation. Both in terms of storage capacity and 
delay between rainfall and runoff generation, MBGRs outper-
form GRs and RWH systems. These nature-based solutions, 
moreover, guarantee multiple benefits, such as 
a strengthening of biodiversity due to an increase in green 
areas, thermal insulation for the building and added aesthetic 
value, and they can contribute to the achievement of the SDGs 
and to the development of smart and resilient cities. For these 
reasons, the installation of GRs or MBGRs should always be 
evaluated by policy makers and urban planners.

Finally, it is worth noting that GR and MBGR performance 
is strongly related to the climatic conditions: results 
reported in this study showed how the retention capacity 
is higher if the evapotranspiration and rainfall are in phase 
(e.g. climatic scenario C defined in Section 2), confirming 
the conclusions presented in Viola, Hellies, And Deidda 
(2017). Thus, if two locations with similar rainfall rate 
(same h95) but different climatic scenario, such as, for exam-
ple, Airdrie (C1) and Cagliari (D1), are compared, the GR and 
MBGR retention capacity is higher where rainfall and evapo-
transpiration are in phase (Airdrie in our example). Similar 
conclusions can be derived when comparing Waterloo (A2) 
to Wellington (D3): although they are characterized by the 
same h95, the GR and MBGRs performance is lower in 
Wellington, where rainfall and evapotranspiration present 
asynchronous peaks.

The lack of high resolution freely available data in some 
regions, such as Asia or Africa has been a limitation for this 
study. Although all the climatic scenarios are represented, 
architectural and urbanistic characteristics typical of Asian 
or African cities, which are not investigated in this study, 
could have a strong influence on the flood mitigation 
capacity of blue-green solutions at large urban scale. This 
aspect needs to be included in future studies, to guarantee 
a sustainable urban development of these areas, which 
often have to deal with pluvial floods (Rana et al. 2021; 
Kazi 2014; Douglas 2017)

In conclusion, the combination of MBGRs for flat surfaces 
and RWH tanks for sloped ones is the most efficient solution to 
reduce the flood risk, exploiting all the available roofs. This 
combination ensures, during extreme rainfall events 
a minimum discharge reduction of 2% in all locations, reaching 
10–16% in Airdrie and Montreal. The potential maximum dis-
charge reduction (20–25%) is achievable with the combination 
of RWH systems and either intensive GRs or MBGRs. The mitiga-
tion performances present high variability, which depends on 
the antecedent weather conditions, and deteriorate for rainfall 
events exceeding h95 .
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List of abbreviations and symbols

Symbol Description

Abbreviations CCDF Complementary cumulative distribution function
DSM Digital Surface Model
EHSM Ecohydrological Streamflow Model
GHCN Global Historical Climate Network
GR Green roof
MBGR Multilayer blue green roof
RWH Rainwater Harvesting
SDG Sustainable Development Goal

Discharge 
Estimation

h95 95%-quantile of the non-zero rainfall time series
Q0 Discharge in unaltered conditions
ΔQ� Discharge reduction in each scenario
i Average rainfall intensity over the area at daily scale
A Total urban watershed area
φ Runoff coefficient
A# Total area for different land use (where # can be 

green areas, buildings, or roads)
φ# Runoff coefficient for different land use (where # can 

be green areas, buildings, or roads)
ΔQ� Mean discharge reduction
Q095 Mean discharge generation in unaltered conditions
Q�95 Mean discharge generation in different scenarios

Green roof 
parameters

n Porosity
Zr Soil depth
Sfc Field capacity
Su Hygroscopic point
Kc Vegetational coefficient
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